WORK TOGETHER to help implement the 17 Sustainable Development Goals through people first PPPs

WAPPP is an independent initiative to improve collaboration amongst PPP Units, Infrastructure Agencies and private sector representatives to help building innovative partnerships and implement the UN 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda through people first Public Private Partnerships.

WAPPP is registered as an NGO in Geneva. It was launched in 2018 alongside a UNECE PPP meeting. Its governance includes a General Assembly where PPP units collectively hold a majority stake, an Executive Committee and ad hoc Committees.
OUR AIMS

- Establishing industry standards in PPP domain (professional, sector related, ethics, etc.)
- Help implement best practices to improve project quality, PPP Units capacity building, avoid disputes among partners, and allay criticism
- Networking to gain access to peer knowledge, contacts and expertise in PPP arena
- Promoting “People First” Projects and the adoption of proper legislative and regulatory framework
- Organizing international conferences, conferences and training workshop in various areas pertaining to PPP

OUR SERVICES

Platform of exchange and communication

WAPPP offers physical and virtual means of communication that will foster a community spirit between all PPP officials and practitioners, in particular those oriented to People’s First PPPs. Members may post to the forum, discuss latest news, inform of their innovative solutions and challenges.

Capacity building

WAPPP offers various services to build capacities within PPP Units:

- Online courses and webinars
- On-demand organization or arrangement of study tours
- Access to a network of professionals ready to provide support on technical issues that PPP units may face
- Access to a library of case studies and research papers

Advisory to PPP Units, Governments, banks and institutions

WAPPP may mobilize upon demand short term experts to advise primarily PPP Units and Governments but also banks and institutions on a range of issues such as:

- Evaluation of legal and institutional framework
- Evaluation of PPP program compliance with SDGs and recommendations
- PPP fund development

Facilitation of access to Technical Assistance and Funding

WAPPP facilitates PPP Units endeavors through referrals to relevant bilateral and multilateral institutions, catalytic intermediaries, international institutions, venture funds, pension funds, and professional organizations.

Intelligence & Research

WAPPP publishes a database of research, books and papers related to PPPs and SDGs. Researchers will gain access to a first-hand network of professionals and practitioners. Professionals may suggest ideas of research.

Events

WAPPP organizes regular events and seminars that gather PPP professionals and decision makers from all over the world to network and exchange the latest updates about the PPP industry.

JOIN WAPPP!

WAPPP already comprises PPP Units from all over the World and PPP Professionals and private sector representatives. Join today!

Contact details:

World Association of PPP Units & PPP Professionals | WAPPP
Résidence Rothschild
22, Rue Rothschild
1202 Geneva
Switzerland
contact@wappp.org